
   Fun for Everyone

 Hey, Seymour!
by Walter Wick

ISBN: 9780545502160
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Scholastic Press Picture Books
Publisher: Scholastic Inc
Pub. Date: 2015-10-01
Pages: 32
Price: $23.99

A new search-and-find fold-out adventure from bestselling photographer/author Walter Wick in this oversized gift book!
A new and exciting page-turning, lift-the-flap, search-and-find extravaganza by Walter Wick!
Curious seekers will expand the fun as they lift up the pages to discover that something has changed and it's time to solve a Brand-New riddle! All of Walter
Wick's beautiful photographs include the character of Seymour (from the Can You See What I See? series) and introduce Seymour's new dog, Buttons. Join
Seymour and Buttons on their search-and-find adventure!

 Make Your Own Zoo
35 projects for kids using everyday cardboard packaging. Turn your recycling into a zoo!
by Tracey Radford

ISBN: 9781782492566
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ryland Peters & Small
Pub. Date: 2015-08-13
Pages: 128
Price: $28.95

Roll up to the zoo and meet a colourful menagerie of charming cardboard animals, a great way to make good use of all the cardboard and egg boxes you
have in your recycling!
First, take yourself on Safari and make a whole pride of lions from cardboard tubes, a pretty zebra, a giraffe, a rhino, and a delightfully jaunty flamingo.
Move on to the Jungle, where there is a grinning crocodile, and a chimpanzee and an orangutan swinging through the trees. In the Arctic there is a delightful
family of penguins made of egg cartons, a seal, a walrus, and a smiling polar bear, all enjoying the snow. You can hear the Aviary a long way away, with
chattering parrots, lovebirds, and even a bald eagle perching on a rock. Finally, spot the elusive manta and stingrays in the Aquarium, where they are joined
by a jolly dolphin, a jellyfish, an octopus, and many other interesting sea creatures. In the last chapter, you will learn how to make all the enclosures and
scenery so your cardboard critters have a home. There are also instructions for making trees, rocks, icebergs, grass, and flowers, so you can really set the
scene. Using materials that you might otherwise discard, clear step-by-step instructions, and a handy hints and tips section, you will soon have your very own
cardboard zoo!

 More Origami for Children
35 fun paper projects to fold in an instant
by Mari Ono

ISBN: 9781782492443
Binding: Paperback 
Publisher: Ryland Peters & Small
Pub. Date: 2015-09-10
Pages: 128
Price: $28.95

Stuck for something fun to do on a rainy day or worried about how to keep entertained on a long car journey? Don't panic, because you have in your hands
one of the best boredom-busting books on the planet!
Packed with 35 of the finest paper projects this side of Tokyo, More Origami for Children shows how to take a simple piece of paper and turn it into
something so much more exciting, like a monkey hand puppet, a robot, pretty flowers, a gift box for all sorts of treats and treasures, and even a sumo
wrestler. The projects range from very easy to more challenging-the tulip or the rabbit are great for teaching little hands the basics, while aspiring origami
addicts will love the koala, windmill, snowflake, and even a dinosaur! You really will be amazed at what you can create with just a few simple folds. The
best thing about the book is that it comes with over 50 pieces of paper, meaning you can start folding straight away. And you really can make models
anywhere: at home, in the park, on holiday, with your friends at school, or on a train... how cool does that sound?!
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 Space Flash Cards

Featuring Photos from the Archives of NASA
by NASA

ISBN: 9781452133898
Binding: Unknown 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2015-09-08
Pages: 20
Price: $19.99

Culled from the legendary NASA archive, awe-inspiring images of deep space are on display in this set of flash cards featuring all eight planets, spacecraft,
nebulae, and more. The sturdy cards are perfect for small hands and ideal for decorating a room or desk with the many wonders of space!

 Space Matching Game
Featuring Photos from the Archives of NASA
by CHRONICLE BOOKS

ISBN: 9781452133904
Binding: Board book 
Publisher: Chronicle Books
Pub. Date: 2015-09-08
Pages: 56
Price: $19.99

NASA's dazzling images from deep space are featured in this eye-popping matching game, which will hone memory and build astronomical knowledge.
Marvel at Saturn's rings, Jupiter's storms, the Hubble Space Telescope, spectacular nebulae, and more. Just remember where you spotted a planet, comet, or
galaxy to win! Space fans will want to launch into this game again and again!
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